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IN THIS ISSUE YOU WILL FIND OUT TWO OF THE FOLLOWING THREE QUESTIONS* 

 
 What connects David Bowie, an elephant and a hotdog with Christmas 

and a mountain top? 

 What does a WWI Chemical Engineer have to do with today’s trendy 
plastic swizzle sticks? 

 What on earth is a Bumbershoot? 

*and a hint to find the third… 

Letter from the editor 
 
ALCHEMY:   TURNING TREES INTO GOLD 
 
Happy New Year Swizzlers!  The theme of this issue is Swizzle Stick Alchemy.  
Here we will try to answer this question:  How did history transform a tree branch 

into a gold cocktail collector’s item? 
 
As an avid collector of plastic swizzle sticks, perhaps I haven’t given other 
materials their fare-due.  As we all know swizzle sticks are made in a wide variety 
of materials, glass and plastic probably being the majority.  But let’s not forget that 
swizzles can come in wood. An ISSCA member shared stories of his amazing 

table knocker wooden sticks at Swizzle-Con 2017; and another member sent in 
photos of his collection of wooden pin-up girl swizzles.  
 
Swizzles also come in Sterling Silver and Gold (some gem studded).   
 
We will kick off the issue with the beginning of the alchemical tale in a short article 

by Dom Pennock called “origin stories”. 
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ORIGIN STORY 
by Dom Pennock 

 
The swizzle stick, that small bit of plastic used to stir a cocktail, most people will have one sequestered from a drink 
at some point as a small memento. If there were two swizzles exactly the same but one is from a night out or great 
holiday, you'd want to keep the one with memories, they are as ephemeral as the moment yet little keys to precious 
times. 

 
But where did they come from? Before the plastic was the glass swizzle, sometimes plain but also found with 
adornment or a paper label inside.  Before that the propelling whisk used to remove unflattering gasses from ladies 
champagne bore the name swizzle and before that we have to go back to one of the great roots of cocktails Rum 
and its presence on the plantations of the West Indies and before that a seed of course seeds are what everything 
grows from. 

 
The seed in question grows in the Caribbean and grow into Quararibea 
turbinata or the swizzlestick tree. A small perennial tree or shrub. The 
branches of this tree form with side branches radiating outwards from a central 
point like spokes on a bicycle wheel. Suitable selected branches can then be 
paired down and cleaned up to create a wooden stir stick like an uncovered 

umbrella with very short arms, originally they were used on the hot plantations 
to stir a drink called swizzle, well we'd call it a drink in those days it was hardly 
seen as a drink at all merely watered rum. 
 
"Now sir will you drink?" said the Planter addressing Mr Berecroft "Thank you" 
replied Mr Berecroft "I never drink so early in the morning" 

"Drink! why this is nothing but swizzle" replied the planter.  
   (From The Arkansas Gazette,  15 Apr 1834, Tue,  Page 1) 
 
 
From its early roots as a fortuitously found 
fragment of foliage used to stir one of the 

first cocktails this little twig has grown and 
changed many times being reinvented over 

200 years of drinking and cocktail culture to survive as a cocktail relic, now 
found made of plastic or gold and diamonds many swizzles are available but 
some of the best bars will still stock these hand worked branches of the 
Swizzlestick Tree to honor their cocktails authentic roots. 

 

ALCHEMY:  SILVER AND GOLD 

Who wouldn’t want a swizzle stick on a necklace?  Count me in! 
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Deakin & Francis Silver Telescopic Swizzle (circa 1960) 

 
See the resemblance? 
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NEW RECORD PRICE FOR A SWIZZLE STICK? 
 

Gigi is a popular play, written by Anita Loos and produced on Broadway 
starring Audrey Hepburn. The play was based on Colette's 1945 novel of the 
same name.    

This gold swizzle stick was a gift to Audrey Hepburn to celebrate her 

breakthrough performance on Broadway in Gig. 
 

This swizzle possibly sets a new record 
price for a swizzle stick, surpassing the 
price of a Passport50 holiday swizzle at 
£23,750 This Cartier swizzle stick sold by 
Christie's of London in September 2017.  

 
The finial features a heart shaped hanging 
charm and what a charm it is!  

 
The swizzle has a jadeite tip for resting on 
the bottom of the glass and is marked 

Cartier 23297. It's not marked by Cartier 
but instead has two words and a story of 
the golden age that caused its price to 
rocket.  
 
Read the Christies auction listing at: 

 
http://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/gigi-1951-1952a-swizzle-stick-cartier-circa-1950-6099913-details.aspx 
 

 
SWIZZLE STICKS CAUSE A STIR 
Abridged; original article by RON ALEXANDER 

March 14, 1986 New York Times 
  
The venerable swizzle stick, exact date of birth unknown, is stirring things up on the current social scene. 
 
In the 1920’s Cartier introduced personalized silver-plated swizzle sticks, the purpose of which was to eliminate the 
bubbles in champagne. The stick was apparently an item of status to the society swells of the day. Noel Coward, 
Gertrude Lawrence and George Gershwin were among those who toted their own silver-plated sticks around town. 

(Cartier sells them still at $50 - $85 if topped with a black onyx ball - plus an additional $8 for the de rigueur 
monogram.) The status swizzlers that are making waves in the drinks of the moment are rather less elegant than 
Cartier's, composed as they are of carnival-colored paper, transparent plastic or flexible tubes that glow in the dark. 
If the silver-plated originals are the "Rhapsody in Blue" of swizzle sticks, the current crop is right out of MTV.  
 
"Dining out in New York has replaced going to the theater as an event," according to Donald F. Smith, an 

entrepreneur and man about town. "The drinks are now the overture to the show itself, which is dinner," he says, 
"so it isn't surprising that swizzle sticks took on an air of hoopla and theatricality." 
 
Also playing an important part is the current year-round craze, especially among younger diners, for frozen slushy 
drinks such as margaritas, daiquiris, piña colada and dozens of other tropical concoctions once considered strictly 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colette
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1945_in_literature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigi
http://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/gigi-1951-1952a-swizzle-stick-cartier-circa-1950-6099913-details.aspx
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warm-weather fare. These now-trendy drinks, which turn up in more shades than you can wave a swizzle stick at, 

have brought a resurgence of colorful and inedible garnishments.  
 
Swizzle sticks aren't found accompanying a chic nouvelle cuisine dinner.  Not so with places with names like 
Bandito, Hawaii 5-0, Rick's Lounge and Sugar Reef.  These visitors seem to take almost as much delight in what 
dresses up their drink as in the drink itself.  
 

At Bandito, a Mexican restaurant in the East Village and at its offshoot, Bandito Ditto in the West Village, patrons 
eagerly wait to see whether the bartender has topped the margarita with a mermaid, camel, monkey or koala bear 
in green, red, blue, smoke gray or amethyst. (Amethyst camels are the most sought-after, according to Ed 
Frantz, a graphic artist and swizzle-stick aficionado.)  
 
At Sugar Reef, a popular East Village restaurant serving Caribbean food, the atmosphere is festive and funky, the 

bar is atop hand-painted steel drums, and the house drink (as well as the most requested) is the $6 Surf Sider. It’s 
made with pineapple juice, rum and blue curacao topped with paper beach balls on a stick, and comes in a ceramic 
glass with a bas-relief figure of a bikini-clad woman. 
 
Customers may keep the glass. They may also elect to pay only $4 and not keep the glass, and their drink is 
served without the beach balls. But that is an almost unheard of request, according to Zeet Peabody, the 

manager of Sugar Reef, where the Rhumba Punch is served with a paper-fan swizzle stick and the Mango Cooler 
gets a Japanese lantern. "There's a certain tackiness -in all the good connotations of the word - to these 
decorations," says Mr. Peabody, who compares the restaurant to "the kind of makeshift Caribbean bar you 
remember with pleasure."  
 
But even elegant restaurants like the Quilted Giraffe aren't exempt from swizzle-stick mania. Its mixed drinks with a 

clear orange stirrer in the shape of - what else? - a giraffe hung on the side of the glass. 
 
The granddaddy of restaurant bars serving drinks with exotic decorations is, in all likelihood, 
Trader Vic's. A popular gathering place for the college crowd during holiday breaks, 
Trader Vic's serves luau-type drinks in pool-sized glasses embellished with flowers, leaves, swizzle sticks topped 
with Menehune dolls and, with a rum drink called the Potted Parrot served in an exotically feathered ceramic 

tropical bird. 
 
The newest swizzle sticks, known as Swizzle-Lites, give off a green, purple-blue, pink, red or orange neonlike glow 
when the tube is bent. But exotic drink enthusiasts and swizzle stick collectors such as Lorraine Hollander content 
themselves with their bowlfuls of plastic mermaids and paper beach balls. As Miss Hollander, a hairstylist, puts 
it: "They're always there to remind you of good times." 

 

 

WISH LIST  
 
So far no members have sent in a wish list item, so I’m forced to share 
yet another of my quest items:   
 

The Stork Club Swizzle Holder 
 
I’ve seen quite a bit of Stork Club memorabilia on eBay, mainly ashtrays 
and an occasional compact, but never this one; it’s my new “must-have”. 

 
Send your wish list in for the next issue. 
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READING LIST 

 
BUMBERSHOOTS* 

What connects David Bowie, an elephant and a hotdog  

with Christmas and a mountain top? 

You’ll have to read Dominic C. Pennock’s new book “Bumbleshoots” to find 
out!  You’ll find an electronic Kindle edition online now (you can read it on 
your computers browser or a tablet).  

Journey through obscure cocktail history and discover long lost techniques, 
cocktails and artworks.  

This unconventional foray into cocktail culture serves up a delightful array 
of curiosities for your “consumption”. 

 

*What’s a Bumbershoot? 

bumber- (alteration of umbr- in umbrella) + -shoot (alteration of -
chute in parachute)  "Bumbershoot" is a predominantly American nickname, 
one that has been recorded as a whimsical, slightly irreverent name for 
umbrellas since the late 1890s. 

If you haven’t read Dom’s article on Glass Umbrella Swizzle Sticks, checkout Issue 311 of our newsletter 
(available online). 

Bar Talk: Mike’s Home Bar”   

Recently stumbled upon a great new entry to the swizzle blogging universe.  Mike has posted a 

wonderful article online titled:   Luxury Swizzle Sticks – Not Your Typical Drink Stirrers   

Read Mikes blog at:  thebartalk.wordpress.com 
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SWIZZLE-CON 2017 HIGHLIGHT:  MAKE SPIR-ITS NOT NUKES 
 
Question:   Did a WWI chemical engineer kick off the Cocktail Age?”   

Answer:   The answer may be found in the following article. 

For members who couldn’t make it to Vegas last year for Swizzle-Con 2017, I bring you an abridged 
version of a member talk:  Louis gave a talk on the history of swizzle sticks, both the technology and 
some of his family history.  

I inherited my cousin’s Spir-It collection.  He got to know 
my grand uncle Jac Sindler much better than I did when 
they both lived in Back Bay, Boston in the 1960's. In the tin 
of sticks I inherited was a wooden Spir-It signed by Jay J 
Sindler, 1963.   

My grand uncle Jac Sindler and Leslie Groves were 
classmates at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
both in Chemical Engineering in the class of 1917.  

Jac’s thesis at MIT was on concrete. The war diverted him 
from concrete to rubber and plastics and ultimately to plastic swizzle sticks. 

During World War II, General Groves’ first assignment was to manage the building of the Pentagon. His 
second assignment was with the Manhattan Project, as chief engineer for creating the atomic bomb, 

along with chief physicist Dr. Robert Oppenheimer.  Both assignments with the Army Corps of Engineers. 

In World War I, Jac joined the Army, Gas Defense Division, Chemical Warfare Service where he worked 
on developing the absorbent chemicals for gas masks, and maybe worked on the rubber too.  

After the war, he worked as a chemist for Converse Rubber. He made a trip to Africa to investigate 
rubber sources for Converse. In January 1934, just six weeks after prohibition ended.  While sitting in the 

bar at a Copley Square Hotel, he had the idea for a disposable Spir-it stick to get the olive out of his 
martini. He went on to patent, manufacture, and market the first disposable cocktail picks and swizzle 
sticks made in wood and plastic. He continued with this offshoot of chemical engineering until he died on 
December 25, 1968.  

We don’t know what the Spir-It factory in Malden, Massachusetts manufactured during World War II. One 
of the books which passed from Uncle Jac to my grandmother to me was History of the Tools Division 
War Production Board. 

By contrast his classmate Leslie Groves graduated 1916.  Groves went to West Point and joined the 

Army Corps of Engineers. 

I was influenced to go to MIT by Uncle Jac. After graduating from MIT in Civil Engineering, I first worked 
for the Army Corps of Engineers, but on canals and flood control projects. We used a lot of concrete. 
One of the factors influencing my choice of this job was that I considered it an anti-nuclear job. The 

Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway was to give coal barges a shorter and cheaper route, making coal 
more competitive with nuclear power. This was in 1977 when the environmental and peace communities, 
including myself, were so anti-nuclear that they considered coal a better alternative. I first went to the 
Nevada Test Site in 1987 to protest against nuclear weapons testing. 
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Food for thought: 

1. Did WWI enable the creation of plastic swizzle sticks by diverting Jac from concrete to organic 
chemistry? 

2. Did Spir-It keep Jac from having to work on nuclear bomb development in WWII? 

SILVER SWIZZLE STICK & BROACH 
 
A member shared this family heirloom with us at Swizzle-Con.  A sterling silver swizzle stick made into a 

lovely broach by Jay Sindler for a relative with her initials engraved on the front. 

 
 

WOOD STICKS 
 
TABLE KNOCKERS 

While this is not technically a swizzle stick, wooden table knockers were on the tables of many New York 
nightclubs. 

What is a table knocker? 

This from Wikipedia:  “There was no applause at the club. Guests found long wooden sticks with wooden balls at 

the end called "table knockers" at their tables. Patrons were 
to hit the table with their knockers to indicate their 
appreciation of performances”  

A member shared an example at Swizzle-Con 2017; a table 
knocker from Lou Walters Latin Quarter.  The stick held a 
special place in his personal history, where his parents once 
dined. 
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Lou Walters was one of the nation's leading: supper‐club entrepreneurs in the 1940's and 50's, Lou was the father 

of Barbara Walters, the ABC‐TV news personality.  He opened the Latin Quarter, a landmark of nightlife at 48th 
Street and Broadway, at the head of Times Square in 1942 and was its proprietor and impresario until 1958 when 
he sold it.  

PIN-UP SWIZZLE’S 

 
Photos of pinup girl wooden swizzles submitted by a member.  Several from an American Legion and 
several featuring quotes. 

 

 

 

 

   

Lovely Swizzle Stick Display sent in by former ISSCA member: 

 
 
 


